Strategies for utilizing educational corporate culture to create a quality school are presented in this paper, which argues that the understanding of the shared belief system of organizational members is crucial to the process. Creating a quality school entails moving from a "teach the process" oriented model to one that internalizes the desired components of the educational corporate culture. To accomplish this, the organization must be examined in terms of the past, present, and future. Strategies include induction of new members through a focus on customs, maintenance of the organization through collegial relationships, and using risk-taking to improve competence and confidence. In addition, a knowledge of the corporate culture facilitates effective leadership. Conclusions are that school improvement models must connect with the educational corporate culture for affecting long-term, meaningful change, and that any effective plan for organizational improvement must impact both individual and organizational goals. (16 references) (LMI)
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What is a quality school? This question has been the target of the effective schools movement during the past decade. Unfortunately, the focus for school improvement has been on a micro-model used to identify and teach staff members to put in place specific components of good schools. The improvement effort has not focused at the point where real change must take place. The educational arena has neglected to look at the Big Picture, the many pieces within the organization which work together and which oftentimes work independently to affect the product of the educational institution. We can no longer look at the problems facing schools as isolated problems. Educational leaders are no longer in the business of solving problems, they are in the business of managing messes. A mess, as defined by Dr. Leon Lessinger of the University of North Florida, is a system of interdependent problems, no one of which can be solved independently of the others. Lessinger says that we do not solve messes, we manage them (Lessinger, 1991). To effectively manage a mess selected components are held in place, others are manipulated, and the results are analyzed to determine the impact on the system. Sound familiar? We are once again examining the whole of the organization, the systems approach to management. In fact, we are once again examining the Big Picture in terms of the systems perspective to educational improvement (Leonard, 1991).

To create a quality school, movement must be made from a "teach the processes" oriented model to a model which will help learners internalize the desired processes. We must focus on using processes which will help us improve the system and allow us to work on the entire system to collectively internalize the various good and proper ways. We must strengthen our organizations by understanding and modifying our normal reactions to events within the organization. In order to internalize a concept for an entire organization, the shared belief system of the members of the organization, the organizational culture must be affected. Our efforts for meaningful change must focus on Educational Corporate Culture.

Much of the school improvement effort during the past decade has
been focused on the what and how of such concepts as Site-Based Improvement, Site-Based Management, High Expectations for Staff and Students, and other important components. Such programs are designed to teach processes which allow improvement to begin; yet, historically, if strategic, key people leave the organization the path of progress inevitably comes to a dead end. To affect meaningful and lasting change in systems, strategies which assist members of organizations to internalize the necessary concepts for continuous improvement must be addressed. The recent report America 2000 reinforces the notion that "little headway can be made if few of us see the need to change our own behavior. Few of us are inclined to make big changes in familiar institutions and habits." (Bush, 1991, p. 17). The implication is that we must change our organizational habits.

School improvement efforts of the nineteen eighties rely heavily on the involvement of members of the school organization in a team effort which examines the school. The team then collectively plans for improvement. However, very few improvement models lead the educational system to a higher plane which provides a platform to examine the "Big Picture" of the organization. Organizations have been neglect in asking questions such as: (1) What is our organization about and what exemplars from our past reflect our focus toward the purpose of our organization? (2) How and what do we do to indoctrinate new members of our organization to the ways of old we wish to maintain? (3) How are the values we hold for our organization to the ways of old we wish to maintain? (3) How are the values we hold for our organization rewarded and displayed to use like a torch to light the way to the future. We must, as leaders of organizations such as The Walt Disney World Company's Michael Eisner imply, extend the envelope which encompasses our organizational boundaries. To accomplish those ends an understanding of the shared belief system of the educational organization members is critical. The understanding and use of knowledge about Educational Corporate Culture must be a priority.

What is Educational Corporate Culture?

Culture is defined by Gibson et al. (1985) as a unique system of values, beliefs, and norms that members of an organization share. Deal simplistically defines culture as "the way we do things around here," and further describes culture as an abstraction that ties to the unconscious side of the organization (Deal & Kennedy 1982). Culture consists partially of recurrent and predictable behavior patterns (Firestone & Corbett 1988). Culture is an organizational habit. There is a well-developed congruency
of thought and sameness in the way things are done. Educational corporate culture is simply an extension of the description of corporate culture into the educational setting.

All organizations, educational or otherwise, develop a culture which guides and directs the particular way organizational members do things. All groups formulate beliefs, values and thoughts unique to their specific organization. The extent to which the beliefs, values and thoughts are shared is one component of the culture of an organization. However, it is not enough to have a high degree of belief and attitude congruency. If the group membership is not working toward organizational goals and components necessary to effect high-level operation, congruency becomes a mute, or even harmful, component.

In A Parable of War, Theodore Sizer depicts our educational improvement effort analogous to the efforts of an army asked to do everything with nothing (Sizer, 1989). The soldiers are told that due to recent mandates, their weapons must now shoot farther and must be more accurate. The weapons are the same ones the soldiers had before the mandates. The soldiers are sent into battle with their new mandates in hand and with no changes in operation except for additional mandates to involve others into making the same old weapons shoot farther and be more accurate. Needless to say, the war was lost. Unfortunately, the focus for educational reform has not even been on an understood war. For the past decade, our educational armies Sizer so aptly described, have been fighting everything with nothing (except mandates) and to top that, the armies have yet to realize in which war they are fighting! So many battles have been engaged that no one has thought or taken the time to take a step back and identify the war and the real opponents we are battling. We must not continue to fight for fighting sake; we must identify the enemy and then plan the appropriate strategy to get to the desired destination. Strategy for improving schools must include a focus on improving the educational corporate culture.

To create a quality school we must move from a "teach the process" oriented model to a one which will help us internalize the components of the educational corporate culture desired. We must examine the organization in terms of the following very simple components:

1. The Past-- who, what, and where we were;
2. The Present-- who, what, and where we are;
3. The Future-- who, what, and where we will be.
We must know where we came from and where we are in order to plan for the future. We must examine our past and determine the elements of the past which characterize what we deem to be our essence as an organization. The operative word in each of the past few statements is the word we.

We can use the various components of culture of an organization to prepare our battle plan for a war we understand. There are basic cultural components found in every organization. An understanding of the following components will allow the reader to plan for changes in the way things have always been done, thus impacting the culture of the organization:

1. The Induction of new members through a focus on Customs: Shown by a mutual effort (a) to communicate Staff Expectations, (b) to Protect What is Valued and Important, (c) to focus on Student Traditions and Common Customs;

2. Maintenance of the organization through: Collegial Relationships: Encouraged by (a) Recognition, (b) Celebration, and (c) Open Communication;

3. Pushing the Envelope: Risk taking to improve Competence: demonstrated by (a) A Grasp for New Knowledge/Technology, (b) Tangible Support, and (c) Experimentation; also, Confidence: Demonstrated by (a) Trust, (b) Decision Making Involvement, (3) Open Communication.

Examining the past--moving to the present.

Customs: staff expectations, protection of what is valued and important, a focus on tradition and custom.

Every organization came from somewhere. Even if the organization is brand new there is a body of beliefs upon which the system is based. What are they? Do staff members know what those beliefs are? Do they really know what is expected of them? Unless employees are told about important and unimportant issues, it is not fair to expect them to infer, by intuition or ESP, what the leader has in mind. The right questions have to be asked and the right answers have to be made if we are to mold our organizations into a stronger and more successful entities.

In educational improvement arenas we have done a good job of asking the question "What are we about?". I don't think we have adequately
addressed the other side of the two-edged sword--What exemplars are present from our past which can assist us in our journey to the future? There is a need to actively examine the traditions and customs of the past to better understand ourselves. We need to identify the heroes, heroines, myths, and symbols which can help us focus on our past success. We can use the past to help us move to the present. In some instances there may be no exemplars we wish to use to light our way to the future. For those instances we should provide the ceremonies and rituals necessary for a funeral and a wake and abolish the things of old that are no longer needed. It is imperative that we look into the past and identify and then actively do away with the old ceremonies, rituals, and heroes which are no longer needed or desired. This ceremonial event will allow us to anchor to the past, and yet help us move to the present.

Does your organization have a planned induction program for new employees? One aspect of successful corporations which sets them apart from unsuccessful corporations is a meaningful induction program. The Walt Disney Corporation, as an example, has a lengthy induction program for all new hires. Whether popcorn salesperson on Mainstreet USA at Walt Disney World or Vice-President of Marketing at Disneyland, all new hires are introduced to the Corporation through the "Disney Traditions" course at the Disney University. By the way, there are no Disney employees; all new hires are hired to fill a role in the cast, thus, they are all cast members. A minimum of two days is spent inducting cast members into the company and their job. This two-day period does not include the many additional hours of on-the-job training provided by the company. How long do you spend inducting new members into your organization? Are your members any less valuable? Do your staff members have a culture that encourages them to share trade secrets and materials with one another?

Futurist Joel Barker in his video "The Power of Vision", discusses the importance of having a vision. He uses the simile of vision being "like a rope" which leads from one side of a stream to the other. The rope described by Barker is attached to a rock on the far side of a stream. The rope provides a direction for the traveler; the rock, a stable place to anchor a connection to the future. Barker says "We may be pulled and tossed in the rough waters of a turbulent stream, yet we have a rope to guide us to the future" (Barker, 1990). Barker's description is a vivid picture which provides a wonderful visual focus; however, I don't feel his picture paints the complete scene needed. I envision a rope attached at both sides of the stream. By anchoring to both our Past and our Future, we will have fewer turbulent times in our journey across the stream which is
our Present. We cannot change where we started, that end of our rope is already anchored. We can choose where to set the anchor on the far side of the stream; however, we should take into account where we started and be sure we have enough rope to stretch from one side of the stream (where it is already anchored) to the far side of the stream where our vision lies. Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the anchor point on the side of the stream where the journey begins--abandon the elements which need to be abandoned, keep the elements which should be kept--let the rope have a firm anchor on both sides of the river.

In all organizations there are expectations, traditions and customs which can help us anchor our rope. We must identify those components from our past which exemplify the essence of our organization and use them to help us work through present problems. In instances where much of the past needs to be discarded, communicate the right message and do away with the things of the past that hinder the trip forward.

**Indoctrinating for the present--maintenance of the organization.**

**Collegial Relationships: recognition, celebration, and open communication.**

By recognizing the achievements of our organization and collectively celebrating small and large victories as we achieve them it is possible to build a stronger and more cohesive work group. It is almost impossible to pick up any current literature which addresses organizational improvement and not find a great deal of attention paid to the importance of group decision-making. Attention must be paid to the maintenance of the organization as an organization---recognize, celebrate, and communicate on a regular basis.

Induction programs are a vital part of indoctrinating new members to the values of the system. Use the induction program to assist in recognition and celebration. Use the time to communicate the messages you deem to be important. If you think you cannot afford to spend the time or money to properly induct new members, I encourage you to think of the cost if you do not do so. If new employees do not understand what is important and why it is important they will be less willing to go the extra mile to help achieve the organizational goals. The goals of the organization must become internalized by the those who work in the organization. Induction allows for the process to begin.

Communication is a key element for organizational survival. An
examination of the formal and informal communication network is vital. What hidden hierarchy exists within your organization? Do you know how to use that hierarchy to your advantage.

Rewards and sanctions are the visual display of what is considered of value and importance. Who and what are/are not recognized communicate a great deal about the values held by the organization. Appropriate behavior is usually rewarded by some type of inclusion and sanction by the group. Sanction is also given for inappropriate behavior; however, the sanction is usually exclusion or withdrawal of acceptance by the group.

Planning for the future--change and progress.

*Competence and Confidence: A grasp for new knowledge, support, experimentation and trust, decisions-making involvement and open communication.*

Freedom to choose pathways through a mine field will at least make the traveler think about what is close by and examine options before taking the next step. Freedom for employees to examine the circumstances surrounding their work and then actually make decisions which impact their work will provide the same commitment to a decision. Are your employees challenged to try new ways or explore new paths? Do you support the efforts of your staff to try new things? Remember, support does not have to be financial support, it may be allowing mistakes to happen or doing a little path clearing through the mine field. Do your employees trust you to do the mine-sweeping? Even if you let the staff know that you have cleared a pathway for them, are they confident that you have the competency and skill to do what you said you did? If not, then you need to channel some energy into building the level of trust in the organization. Competent and confident employees boldly go where others neglect to consider a road exists. New horizons may be opened up by such courageous workers. Open channels for communication must exist if the organization is to grow to its fullest height. Do you ask? And just as important, do you listen?

**TQM:** Total Quality Management for today's schools.

*Total* implies a unity of the group. *All* members are involved. *Quality* implies a product that meets the high standards and intended purpose; *Management* implies that the product produced is the product desired within the desired guidelines. Lew Rhodes of AASA aptly
describes the TQM process as MTQ--Management for Total Quality (Rhodes, 1991). Think about it! Total Quality Management is possible when individuals are working in an organizational culture that allows the accomplishments of benefits for both individuals and the organization. Do you have an educational corporate culture that works for you, or one that works against you? Do you have an educational corporate culture that is established by design, or does it just happen? Do you have an educational corporate culture that is well-defined, or one that is vague? All organizations have cultures. What do you want and what do you really have? In the Total Quality Management scheme, a great deal of emphasis must be placed on understanding and using the organizational culture (Sashkin & Kiser, 1991).

Individual behavior is significantly influenced by the culture of the organization (Deal & Kennedy 1982). But to consider modifying the dynamic components of an organization, the social scientist must understand more than the awesome potency of its' culture. Also vital is an understanding of human nature when confronted with the concept of change. Only by understanding that real change also involves dealing with member's deep-seated motivations can the organizational architect form a cast to mold and shape a strong, unified culture.

School administrators must invest efforts in school improvement by working to improve school culture. There must be a marriage of school improvement with the school's culture. How can the linkage take place? What considerations must be made by school leaders? Who must take the lead in the effort?

Principals shape, facilitate, and foster the development of norms, values, and beliefs. These elements intimately shape the school's culture, ethos, and climate (Purkey & Smith 1983). Certainly school improvement studies list the overwhelming importance of a strong leader (Duttweiler 1988). Understanding culture in schools becomes paramount after examining the characteristics of effective schools. Effective schools have a culture characterized by a widely shared understanding of what is and what ought to be symbolized in student, teacher, and administrator behavior. What sets the highly achieving schools apart from the less effective is not simply the presence of particular norms and values, but the fact that most members support the norm in work and deed (Firestone & Corbett 1988).

School leaders must understand the cultural concept if they are to improve the status quo. Changing the way things are done in schools implies that attitudes and beliefs of individuals must be altered. Change
models which address concerns of individuals in organizations provide insight by recognizing and dealing with concerns of individuals who make-up organizations. The underlying human system must allow for real change to take place.

It is important to reiterate that change takes time. To modify attitudes and beliefs is no simplistic task. The model for changing the culture in the educational organization is likened to building a forest fire by nurturing a slow burning bed of embers that gradually ignites surrounding consumables. There is simply no "flash in the pan".

Schools can improve and become more successful by controlling and improving the organizational culture of systems. Studies have shown that "better schools" have a culture where teachers enjoy work and help establish a disciplined environment. Those schools also "expect" their students to achieve (Kritek 1986). Organizational leaders must realize and accept the existence of the power of group culture. Two points must be explored. The first is of prime importance to the practitioners in educational leadership roles: How does knowledge of culture change the role of the leader? The second concerns what happens to organizations which do not understand and control their common culture.

To be a change-agent, the leader must understand the culture of an organization and its various components. There is a need to understand cultural dynamics. The leader will have a much greater chance of enacting meaningful school reforms or improvement efforts if he or she: (1) understands culture and works to address the concerns of individuals whom it controls; (2) knows how to interpret symbols and meanings; (3) manipulates and links cultural strands; and (4) communicates the cultural meanings to the membership of the organization. As an example, by targeting the climate of a school for improvement and diligently nurturing the new climate, the culture of the organization will slowly adapt and become instilled as the norm. Bennis (1984) reminds us that:

... vision, purposes, beliefs, and other aspects of organizational culture are of prime importance. Symbolic expression becomes the major tool of leadership, and leadership effectiveness is no longer defined as a '9-9 grid score' or a 'system 4' position. Effectiveness is instead measured by the extent to which 'compelling vision' empowers others to excel; the extent to which meanings are found in one's work; and the extent to which individual and organization are bonded together by common commitment in a mutually rewarding
symbiotic relationship.

Educators have been bombarded with an arsenal of literature advocating a quick fix by allowing shared decision-making and responsibility. Unfortunately this literature does not address a common-denominator for school improvement. School leaders read that if they utilize simple delegation processes for reform, the members of the organization will become revitalized and work toward school improvement. The literature base substantially reinforces the notion that group members will become more productive—for a while. However, to maintain the thrust for school improvement, a circular chain of events must be forged. School improvement efforts must be tied to a base of knowledge that addresses the recognition and manipulation of organizational culture. Until school improvement efforts connect up with a "cultural" master-link, long-term, meaningful change will be an unlikely event. While many models for school improvement are available to help practitioners, few utilize analytical instrumentation to isolate and scrutinize the inherent organizational culture of the membership. By examining the shared beliefs and values of organizational members, it is possible to chart, analyze and strategically plan for organizational improvement. Again, any effective plan for organizational improvement must impact both individual and organizational goals.

Instrumentation is available for describing organizational culture. One such instrument is the "Culture Analysis Questionnaire"© (SAGE, 1990). The analysis provided by utilizing the instrument displays information relative to four Cultural Clusters: (1) Collegiality; (2) Confidence; (3) Competence; and, (4) Customs. The instrument provides information in two dimensions: (1) Strength and, (2) Congruence. The information provided is both Descriptive and Prescriptive and can be used to help provide valuable insight into an organization. By utilizing both visual and numerical representation of an average response, and representation of group variance, a more holistic picture of organizational culture is possible.

Resources must be channeled to understand and then use the understanding of Educational Corporate Culture to create a quality school. To affect meaningful and lasting change in any organization there must be change in the belief structure of the members of the organization. Processes must be internalized by staff members which will allow change to occur in the way thing have been and are being done in the organization. The big picture, the system which is the organization, lives as a cultural
entity and must be viewed and changed as such. Educational improvement will never become a reality until we understand and use the power of Educational Corporate Culture to help us achieve our end.
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